Introduction
First studied in combinatorics 5], the theory of traces was introduced in computer science through the initiating work of Mazurkiewicz 14] . The initial idea was to provide a convenient model for the behaviour of labelled 1-safe Petri nets. Trace theory now represents a well-investigated mathematical framework for studying concurrent systems (for a detailed overview see 10]). The basic underlying concept is to consider a system as a nite set of actions , together with a xed symmetric independence relation I , denoting pairs of actions which can be scheduled in parallel. In the concurrent setting de ned by ( ; I) we identify sequential observations (i.e., strings over ) modulo commutations ab = ba for (a; b) 2 I. This yields a free partially commutative monoid, called trace monoid by Mazurkiewicz and denoted M ( ; I).
In practice, the behaviour of a concurrent system can be described in a concise form by e.g. nite automata or rational expressions. For partial commutations these two notions are di erent { automata recognizability is less expressive than rationality. This also leads to interesting decision problems for rational trace languages 3, 1, 17] . It is known e.g. that the question whether the intersection of two rational trace languages is empty or not is undecidable, in general. More precisely, the intersection problem is decidable if and only if the graph associated to the independence relation contains neither a cycle nor a path on four vertices as induced subgraph 1] (this property is known to characterize precisely comparability graphs of forests 19]). Further decision problems of interest arise in the context of coding theory. Consider for example the following two basic questions 15]: rst, given two trace monoids M ( ; I), M ( 0 ; I 0 ), can M ( 0 ; I 0 ) be encoded into M ( ; I), i.e. does an injective homomorphism h : M ( 0 ; I 0 ) ! M ( ; I) exist? Second, given a homomorphism h : M ( 0 ; I 0 ) ! M ( ; I), is h a coding, i.e. is h injective? Partial results exist for both questions. The coding existence problem has been shown to be decidable (NP-complete) 9] for a natural subclass of trace homomorphisms, so-called strong homomorphisms, introduced in 4] . But in general the decidability of this problem remains open.
The question whether a homomorphism is a coding or not is known to be undecidable, in general. The undecidability holds even if the rst monoid M ( 0 ; I 0 ) is free, i.e. if I 0 = ; (see 12, Satz 14,p. 102] and 6]). A further special case for undecidability is given by so-called clique-preserving morphisms, which are trace homomorphisms given by means of relations H 0 preserving independence cliques (for details see 9]). We are interested here in the rst special case above and we denote as code problem for ( ; I) the following question: given a nite set X M ( ; I), does X have the code property, i.e. does every x 2 X + have a unique factorization over X?
The code problem for ( ; I) is known to be undecidable if the graph associated to the independence alphabet ( ; I) contains an induced C 4 (chordless cycle on four vertices); it is decidable whenever this graph contains neither C 4 nor P 4 (the chordless path on four vertices) as induced subgraph 6,1]. Due to the close connection between the code problem and the intersection problem for rational trace languages one may expect to have the same boundaries w.r.t. decidability for both problems. We show in this paper that this is not the case. We have two surprising results, which are in some sense negative. First, not all remaining cases are undecidable, in particular the code problem is decidable when ( ; I) is exactly P 4 . Independently, Yu. Matiyasevich observed the decidability of the code problem in this particular case, 13]. Second, we exhibit independence alphabets ( ; I) containing P 4 , but no C 4 as induced subgraph, for which the code problem is undecidable. This shows for the rst time that not all cases without induced C 4 are decidable.
The paper is organized as follows: we rst introduce our basic de nitions and notations. Section 3 is devoted to decidability results, whereas Section 4 exhibits a new family of independence alphabets ( ; I) with an undecidable code problem.
Preliminaries
Let ( ; I) denote a nite independence alphabet, i.e. a nite alphabet with an associated symmetric and irre exive independence relation I .
(Thus, the complement relation D = ( ) n I (dependence relation) is symmetric and re exive.) Usually, we specify I by giving half of the relation, out of which I can be found by taking the symmetric closure. Let I denote the congruence on induced by fab = ba j (a; b) 2 Ig. Moreover, and can be uniquely factorized as = 1 2 and = 1 2 such that 1 ( 2 , 1 , 2 resp.) is a su x of u (v, u 0 , v 0 resp.).
To conclude this section we note that we consider throughout the paper properties of independence alphabets ( ; I) by viewing them as undirected graphs.
Decidability Results
The aim of this section is to show the decidability of the code problem over the independence alphabet P 4 Let X M ( ; I) be a nite set, for which we ask whether or not it satis es the code property. In order to be a code, X may contain at most one element The following lemma states a property of synchronized partial solutions, which will be crucial for the decision procedure. Before describing how synchronized partial solutions can be extended (whenever X is not a code) let us illustrate the problems which may arise by an example.
Example 5 Consider the set X = fa; ada; dadg fa; dg . Clearly, X is not a code, e.g. (a)(dad)(ada) = (ada)(dad)(a). Testing the code property for a set of words is equivalent to an emptiness test for a ( nite) automaton A X . The states of A X are given by all su xes of elements of X, whereas the transitions are of the form u The basic idea for guessing and verifying di erent factorizations over Y consists in splitting the information which has to be stored. A nite amount of information can be associated to blocks over fa; cg (resp. fb; dg ), whereas the (unbounded) number of \dangling" b's (resp. c's) is kept in a counter. 
counter (from c's to b's in the previous situation). In our example, we will store into the counter every second b, resp. every third c. We show that the code problem is decidable for P 4 by reducing it to the emptiness problem for one-counter automata. A one-counter automaton is a pushdown automaton A = (Q; ; ?; ; q 0 ; Z; F) 11] where the pushdown alphabet ? contains only one symbol 2, besides the bottom-of-stack marker Z (i.e. the pushdown content is from Z2 ). With the transition relation Q ( f1g) ? Q 2 the automaton can increment, decrement resp. test the counter for zero. The value of the counter will be assumed to be an integer, by storing the sign in the nite control.
The language L(A) accepted by the one-counter automaton A de ned below will satisfy the condition L(A) 6 = ; if and only if X is not a code. Since the emptiness problem for pushdown automaton is decidable (in polynomial time) 11] this will provide the claimed result.
Whenever X is not a code, the automaton A will determine two di erent factorizations over X of a trace w 2 M ( ; I), i.e. w = u 1 u n = v 1 v m with u i ; v j 2 X, (u 1 ; : : : ; u n ) 6 = (v 1 ; : : : ; v m ). Every con guration of A, i.e. the state q 2 Q and the counter content 2 Z2 , is associated to a synchronized partial solution. The informal idea is that A will \read" in blocks A h (resp. D h ) by guessing a-(resp. d-) synchronized partial solutions (see Fig. 2 ). Some bounded information concerning A h (resp. D h ) will be stored in the nite control, whereas the unbounded information concerning the number of b's (resp. c's) will be stored in the counter. Before going into details let us note that we have to distinguish four cases, depending on whether or not X contains a trace x 0 = b k c l (with k; l > 0 resp. k > 0 = l resp. l > 0 = k). We describe in the following the most complex case above (k; l > 0) and brie y discuss at the end the other cases. ?(t ? 1)l for the new occurrences of the letter c from x t?1 0 . Obviously, the counter cannot be decreased and then increased in order to store the required information. In order to overcome this problem , the content of the counter for (u i]; v j]) will actually correspond to t ? 1, i.e. to (j 0 j ? j 0 j) div k (instead of j 0 j ? j 0 j). The value j 0 j ? j 0 j mod k will be part of the nite control. Remark 8 The complexity of the code problem for P 4 can be characterized more precisely. This question is NL-complete, i.e. complete for the class of problems which can be solved by nondeterministic Turing machines with logarithmic space. The hardness is provided already in the case of free monoids (over two letters alphabets) 16]. The code problem is shown to belong to NL by noting e.g. that one can test the existence of two di erent factorizations over a given X M ( ; I) by using a 2-way multihead nondeterministic one- PROOF. We give a reduction of the intersection problem for ( ; I) = (fa; b; c; dg; f(a; b); (b; c); (c; d)g) to the code problem for ( 0 ; I 0 ) 2 G, with 0 fe; fg and I 0 \ 2 = f(a; b); (b; c); (c; d)g, (e; f) = 2 I 0 , fe; fg fb; cg I 0 .
Let A i = (Q i ; ; i ; J i ; F i ), i = 1; 2, be two nite automata e ectively giving two rational languages K; L (with i denoting the transition relations and J i resp. F i the sets of initial resp. nal states). We assume that Q 1 Q 2 f5; 6; : : : ; Mg, for some integer M { the numbers 0 to 4 will be used for other purposes. Additionally we can assume without loss of generality that neither A 1 , nor A 2 have parallel edges, i.e., there is at most one edge leading from one speci c state to another speci c state.
We describe below a nite set X M ( 0 ; I 0 ) with the property that X is not a code if and only if the trace languages K] I and L] I have an element in common. Two di erent factorizations over X will correspond to accepting computations of A 1 and A 2 on two I -equivalent words over . The letters a; b; c; d retain their original meaning as elements of the input alphabet. The new symbols f and e will be used to encode the states of the automata.
For each 0 i M we use hii to denote the string ef i e. The numbers 1; 2; 3 denote three types of code words, or actually three types of synchronization between the automata, whereas the numbers 0 and 4 are used to signal begin and end of synchronized computations. 1. u l = hiihjihi 0 ih1ixhji for x 2 fa; dg and some (i; x; i 0 ) 2 1 , j 2 Q 2 ; hence, v l = hi 0 ih1ixhjihi 0 ihj 0 i for some (j; x; j 0 ) 2 2 . 2. u l = hiihjihi 0 ih2ixhji for x 2 fb; cg and some (i; x; i 0 ) 2 1 , j 2 Q 2 ; hence, v l = hi 0 ih2ihjihi 0 ihji. The claim is satis ed for p + q = 0. We distinguish in the following cases:
(i) If p < n and x p+1 2 fb; cg then let u l+1 = hiihjihi 0 ih2ihjix p+1 and v l+1 = hi 0 ih2ihjihi 0 ihji, with (i; x p+1 ; i 0 ) 2 1 corresponding to the accepting computation on x. The case where q < n and y q+1 2 fb; cg is handled symmetrically. Note that u 0 u l+1 , v 0 v l+1 and x 0 x p+1 ; y 0 (resp. x 0 ; y 0 y q+1 ) satisfy the requirements due to fb; cg fe; fg I. (ii) If p < n, q < n and fx p+1 ; y q+1 g \ fb; cg = ; then x p+1 = y q+1 2 fa; dg due to x I y and (u; v) 2 b c c b . In this case let u l+1 = hiihjihi 0 ih1ix p+1 hji, v l+1 = hi 0 ih1iy q+1 hjihi 0 ihj 0 i for (i; x p+1 ; i 0 ) 2 1 and (j; y q+1 ; j 0 ) 2 2 corresponding to the accepting computations on x resp. y.
Note that in this case either u = 1 or v = 1, and alph(uv) alph(x p+1 ) I. It can be easily veri ed that u 0 u l+1 , v 0 v l+1 and x 0 x p+1 ; y 0 y q+1 satisfy the requirements.
Finally, if p = q = n then i 2 F 1 , j 2 F 2 and we conclude by taking u l+1 = hiihjih4iad, v l+1 = h4iad.
As a nal remark we note that the edge-minimal new independence alphabet ( ; I) with an undecidable code problem is minimal w.r.t induced subgraphs and undecidability. (ii) 0 = n fxg, x 2 fe; fg, can be represented as 0 = b p with p = fa; dg, b = fb; c; e; fg n fxg, as mentioned at the end of Sect. 3.
